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Introduction
Summer 2009 saw the ﬁrst sitting of some AS units of the new GCE2008 speciﬁcations. As support for
teachers, this booklet has been prepared as an exempliﬁcation of how marks were awarded to the written
paper for Spanish 6SP02 during the Summer 2009 examination. It features work produced by the candidates
in the actual examination. It contains the questions and mark schemes, together with examples of student
answers. It gives the marks awarded for each exemplar response plus commentary by senior examiners.
It does not include exemplars for every question on the paper, but only those where contrasting levels of
response could be produced.
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Section C Writing question 8
SECTION C: WRITING

Texto 8

Internet se sube al tren
Pronto será factible conectarse a Internet desde algunos de los principales medios de transporte.
Trenes, barcos y aviones son los escenarios para un nuevo estándar de conectividad que permitirá la
comunicación entre un proveedor de Internet y, por ejemplo, el usuario de un portátil WiFi que vaya
montado en un tren de alta velocidad. La conexión entre ambos se realizará a través de satélites.
8 Has leído este artículo y decides escribir un artículo para la revista de tu colegio sobre
este tema. Debes escribir unas 200–220 palabras en español. Debes mencionar:





•
•
•
•

la importancia para ti de Internet
una vez cuando no pudiste conectarte a Internet
tus ideas sobre cómo podría ser útil Internet en el tren
tu opinión de los peligros de Internet

Question
Number
8

Answer

Mark

Answer to be marked according to Content and Language grids.

(30)
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Examples of good essays: Example 1
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Examiner Comments
This essay scored 14 out of 15 for content, which is described in the marking grid as “Task fully grasped, answer wholly relevant, convincing and
well developed”.
If we look at the ﬁrst part of this descriptor, we can easily see that this candidate has had no problem in grasping what was being asked. The ﬁrst
bullet point requires a description of how the Internet is important to the candidate. Here we have a very personal response, emphasised by the
phrases Yo lo utilizo cada día and Me permite. The second point needed a description of an occasion when connection to the Internet was not
possible and this candidate has written about being unable to ﬁnd information for a homework assignment. The third point asks for ideas about
how an Internet connection could be useful on the train and here we are given ideas for those who use the train regularly. Finally we are told
about dangers that lurk on the Internet for both children and adults.
The answer must also be “wholly relevant….and well developed”. Here there is no extraneous material; the candidate has stuck to the four
bullet-points in order (although there is no requirement for them to be in order). The points have all been developed beyond a simple mention.
The candidate has said that the Internet is a good way to stay in contact with those who live far away, that it is cheap, that s/he uses it to send
messages, photos and ﬁlms. The point about being unable to use it to do homework on one occasion is completed by how the teacher was angry
about the non-appearance of the homework. For the third point the candidate has mentioned that some people could use the Internet on the
train to do some work, that others could entertain themselves so that the journey should be less boring and that it is popular with passengers in
Germany where it is already available. The fourth point reveals dangers to children and to adults from unsuitable web pages and from those who
seek to take advantage of web users.
From all the above evidence, an Examiner would see that this essay would fall within the 13-15 mark band. The ﬁnal part of the descriptor is
whether the answer is “convincing”. This candidate has written a convincing article by including certain journalistic features, such as a title, an
introductory statement: Hoy en día el internet es un servicio muy importante para la mayoría de las personas, and a concluding statement: ¡Hay que
ir con cuidado!
Clearly this response has not just scraped into the top mark band and must therefore merit at least 14 points. Why did it not get more - the
second point could perhaps have been a little more interesting and the concluding statement could have referred more generally to the overall
topic rather than just the dangers in the fourth point.
Moving on to language, this is obviously not the work of a native speaker which shows that it is not necessary to be one in order to score top
marks. This essay is very easy to read (of course tidy handwriting helps here), which tells the Examiner straight away that it is going to be worth
a grade from one of the top mark bands. To justify a mark of 13 out of 15, there must be evidence of “Excellent communication. High level of
accuracy. Language almost always ﬂuent, varied and appropriate.” What we are looking for, then, is a mixture of accuracy and variety.
Past tenses are correct: cuando no tenía internet tuve diﬁcultades and Quería buscar información sobre mis deberes pero no pude as are adjective
and verb agreements: todos los que viajan/ una forma muy barata. A very basic level of language could be correct, though, and to earn a high mark
there must be more than just the basics. In terms of variety, here we are shown examples of the imperfect, the preterite, the present and the
conditional. There is also the subjunctive: para que el viaje no sea tan aburrido and the reﬂexive used as a passive: ya se puede conectar / se ve que
es muy popular.
Even within the top mark band, however, there is room for some inaccuracy (“almost always ﬂuent”, “high level of accuracy”). It is not necessary
to completely perfect. The errors must be of a minor nature, of course, and must not impair the meaning in any way. We can ﬁnd mistakes here
such as Sería un gran beneﬁcio….si podrían / usario / todos mis amigos, cuales estan repartidos, but they do not in any great way change the
meaning nor make the passage unclear. This candidate scored 14 out of 15 for language. S/he did not quite warrant the full 15 marks, partly
because of the mistakes, but also because there could have been a little more impressive vocabulary. Apart from caer en trampas the vocabulary
is fairly straightforward.
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Examples of good essays: Example 2
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Examiner Comments
Here is a good example of how handwriting and presentation are not good indicators of ability! This essay scored maximum
marks of 15 out of 15 for both content and language.
Looking ﬁrst at the content, all four points are mentioned and developed. We are told for the ﬁrst point that this candidate
uses the Internet for both social life and for study, that all sorts of information can be found quickly, that she has her own
web page and that she could not live without the Internet. For the second point we know that she once was without
an Internet connection for a month on holiday and how this made her feel. She goes on to mention that although
communication by phone was possible, this was not her preference. Next the candidate suggests that the Internet on
a long train journey could offer entertainment, a chance to catch up on the news and that those travelling for business
could search the job market. The ﬁnal point gives a variety of reasons to be wary of the Internet, such as pages depicting
pornography and violence and blogs written by people who want to harass and make life difﬁcult for others. Within the
word limit there is not much more that one could add.
As for the language, there are virtually no errors and there is a rich variety of both grammatical structures and vocabulary.
There are accurate examples of the imperfect, the preterite, the present and the conditional. Pronouns are used accurately:
te ofrece diversión / que puede decidir acosarte. Idiomatic expressions and connectives are found throughout: cuando tienes
por delante/ no es del todo seguro/ ya que and the vocabulary is varied: prestigio / perdida e isolada / las últimas novedades /
repletas / acosarte.
The essay is written in the style of an article, having a title (albeit squashed in as an afterthought), and a conclusion. There
is no clear introductory statement, but the article is no less convincing for that.
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Examples of mid-range essays: Example 1
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Examiner Comments
When marking an essay, Examiners are instructed to look at the content in isolation from the quality of the language. It is
important not to penalise a candidate twice for poor language by deducting marks from the content. At times, of course,
very poor language can obscure the meaning and in these cases the content mark will be affected. In theory it is possible to
score full marks for the content while achieving only a low mark for language and vice versa. This essay scored 10 out of 15
for content (“Task understood and developed successfully”) because all four points have been mentioned and some have
been developed. Only 7 out of 15 marks were awarded for language.
The ﬁrst content point about the importance of the Internet to the candidate has been covered well with ideas such as
leisure, shopping and chatting with friends. It starts in a rather general tone El internet tiene muchisimo beneﬁcios para
su vida but becomes more personal later: utilizo el internet cada día and He utilizado el internet. The second point about
the lack of connection is only barely made with a comment that it is not possible to connect at school, rather than a
description of a speciﬁc occasion. The third point about ideas for uses of the Internet on the train is rather confused and the
language is difﬁcult. The candidate just about manages to convey that it can be used for work, for communication and for
playing games, also s/he suggests that it would be expensive and may not have many beneﬁts. The fourth point mentions
that it is best not to meet up with people encountered through the Internet and that it has more beneﬁts than risks.
In terms of the language, clearly there are many problems here. There are errors with adjectives: muchisimo beneﬁcios /
nos colegio / su ojos, with modal verbs: no puedo conecto, with spelling: obtenar / trabajeros / trene / unacompiando, with
idiomatic expressions Bajo mi punta vista. There are few uses of the past tense: only He utilzado [sic] and he hablado. The
future is attempted unsuccessfully: podré peligroso / gente que no seran la persona dicen seran.
However, this is a candidate with a certain amount of ambition and there are examples of more complex language. We can
see the conditional tense being used and even the subjunctive: Si fuera…., me gustaría …. and es importante que (no) utilizes
[sic]. There are connectives: Sin embargo and Finalmente and a reasonable range of vocabulary: disfrutar, beneﬁcios, riesgos.
The language cannot score as highly as the 10-12 box as it cannot be said that there is a “good level of accuracy”. It
cannot be as low as the 4-6 box however, as it would not be true to say that it displays only a “Limited variety of lexis
and structures”. This leaves it in the 7-9 band: “Satisfactory communication. Basic language generally satisfactory. Some
attempt at variety of lexis and structures”. This response is at the lower end, and scores 7 only, because there are occasions
when the meaning is impaired by the mistakes: me gustaría mi niño no ser unacompiando por hay mucha gente que no seran
la persona dicen seran and no hay muchos ordinadores en la biblioteca de nos colegio y es posible hacer deberes a colegio. Te
gusta?
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Examples of mid-range essays: Example 2
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16
Examiner Comments
It is important to remember that Examiners do not compare one essay with another, but rather all essays are measured
against the descriptors. It is possible for one essay to have features that appear better than another essay, but there will be
different strengths and weaknesses in both. This essay scored 8 out of 10 for content and also 8 out of 10 for language.
The ﬁrst point is made and developed well; to make it personal this candidate has ﬁrst used the nosotros form and then
added Yo considero que mi vida sería más difícil sin la red. S/he has mentioned that you can access lots of information, that
s/he uses it for homework and for contacting friends via social networking sites, for sharing photos and listening to music.
The second point mentions a holiday where other activities began to pall and the lack of an Internet connection became
a problem. However, the development is hampered by the incorrect use of the preterite ﬁrst person: no pudo conectar a la
red. This does not convey clearly that it was the candidate who could not connect.
This candidate has ignored the word limit and used up the full 220 words at la habilidad a navigar el internet este tiempo//
Examiners always read on to the next ‘sense break’, which here is the end of the sentence (apropiadamente). The third
point, therefore, is brief. It is mentioned that the Internet could help people on their way to work to use their time more
appropriately. The fourth point is completely beyond the word limit and is not counted. Essays with a point missed
must fall into the 7-9 box or below: “Task understood and some points developed satisfactorily. Some omission and/or
irrelevance”. An essay with three fabulously well developed points but one missing could only score a maximum of 9. This
essay has mentioned and developed some of the points, so falls into the middle of the band.
There is a range of tenses used and a range of success in using them. Some verbs are correct: Yo considero / puedo navigar
/ charlamos por los redes sociales / El año pasado viajaba a Alemania / los ordenadores pueden ser muy utiles. There are
problems though: quedastamos / tuve aburrido /no pudo conectar / Muchos adultos usan transporte publico diariamente
cuando ir al trabajo / cuando soy haciendo. Pronouns have caused some problems: le permitirnos a acesar../ nosotros
podemos conectarle.
There are also examples of passages which use a variety of tenses and even the past subjunctive: Yo considero que mi vida
sería más diﬁcil sin la red / conectar a la red para que pudiera hablar a mis amigos / hubo otras actividades, pero después
empecé a querrer el internet.
Although there are some examples of serious errors, it is generally possible to understand what the candidate wants to say.
About half the language is right, so it falls into the 7-9 mark band “Satisfactory communication. Basic language generally
satisfactory. Some attempt at variety of lexis and structures”. It is not closer to either the lower band (“often inaccurate…
Limited variety”), nor the one above (“Good level of accuracy…Generally successful”), so it should stay right in the middle
of the range.
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